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Key Question 

What responsibilities and capabilities for data analysis and insights should the modern human resources business partner 
(HRBP) have according to current academic and industry research? 

Context 
With an increasingly digital world of work, companies must learn how to leverage more and more data about their 
workforce. This development means that the modern multinational corporation requires much more from its HRBPs than 
ever before — HRBPs must analyze data sets, employ data-driven algorithms, and apply the results of their analyses to 
advance the business strategy and drive efficiency in their business units. To meet these new expectations, HRBPs must 
obtain new capabilities and take on a new set of responsibilities related to data analysis and insights. 

Capabilities 

In order to play a part in the digital world of work, the modern HRBP must be equipped with a toolbox of specific data 
analytics skills while also balancing other key capabilities of the HRBP. 

Defining Key Data Analytics Skills 
The HRBP must master the data analytics skills of understanding data sources, leveraging tools to complete data 
analysis, connecting analysis to tangible outcomes, and communicating those outcomes to key stakeholders. 

Understanding Data Sources 
Before conducting data analysis, HRBPs must be able to identify and accurately understand the available people data 
sources and weigh the data quality and data privacy concerns for each source.1 They should understand how the raw data 
they will work with was calculated and know what precise metric the data points within a data set represent.2 

Leveraging Tools to Complete Data Analysis 
An HRBP must also master a data analytics tool and know how to leverage that tool to complete data analysis. The 
most common data analysis tools for human resources overall are Power BI, R, and Tableau.3 Note that the suitability of 
data analytics tools varies by human resources function. For example, the recruiting team may want to leverage IBM’s 
Watson whereas those focusing on retention may find Tableau to be a more useful tool.4 The most common analyses for 
human resources overall are regression, association analysis, and machine learning. Note that the utility of certain analyses 
also varies by function. For example, recruitment analysis tends to heavily leverage machine learning and regression while 
analyzing employee engagement more heavily relies on sentiment analysis and decision trees.5 See Appendix 1 and 2 for 
information on the suitability of data analytics tool and analysis type by HR function, respectively. 

Connecting Analysis to Outcomes 
At all steps of the data analysis process, HRBPs must be considering how their findings affect outcomes for their 
internal clients. They must have the capability to ask questions that matter to their internal clients, select and analyze the 
data sources that hold the answers to those questions, and then ultimately translate data analysis and insights into 
actionable recommendations that resonate with and compel their internal clients.6 

Communicating Outcomes to Stakeholders 
Once an HRBP has identified data-backed outcomes that add value, they must be able to effectively communicate their 
findings to relevant stakeholders using a variety of methods including workforce data consulting, data visualization, and 
data-driven storytelling during verbal presentations and in writing.7 HRBPs should be able to manipulate dynamic 
dashboards during live presentations and communicate compelling business cases for their recommendations.8 

Keeping Sight of Complementary Competencies 
An HRBP may struggle to execute the data analytics skills listed above without the prerequisite HR domain expertise, 
consulting and problem-solving skills, and business acumen. Mastery of technology and data skills builds from a 



               
             

                 
            

     
                     

                  
                  

                   
               

                  
       

     
                

                
          

            

            
                 
          

               
                  

                
               

           

 
                

              
             

                

  
                

                 
                   

                
                  

      

              
                 

              

2 
foundation of these three prerequisite competencies to develop a “full-stack HR professional”9 who can combine the data 
analytics skills they gain with existing competencies to positively impact the business. See the complete “full-stack” 
model in Appendix 3. Therefore, it is important not to lose sight of the complimentary and prerequisite capabilities that an 
HRBP must possess in addition to their emerging data analysis and insights skills. 

Responsibilities 

The Dynamic Role of the HRBP 
The role of an HRBP is to focus on solving strategic issues that can help a business grow and become more competitive.10 

Because these issues and their solutions vary by organization and over time, it is difficult to pinpoint foolproof examples 
of people data analytics and insights that all HRBPs should prioritize. Instead, it is recommended that HRBPs focus on 
driving business outcomes and value creation for the business as it grows and changes, rather than emphasizing a rigid set 
of responsibilities.11 Therefore, one way to determine the data analytics and insights responsibilities of the HRBP is to 
identify the problems that their business unit is facing and brainstorm ways that enhanced data analysis and insights could 
provide clarity about those problems and their solutions. 

Starting Points for HRBP Data Analytics 
Another way to determine data analytics and insights priorities is by identifying common responsibilities of the modern 
HRBP and determining how to embed the data analytics and insights function into them. For example, Deloitte 
recommends that business HR should leverage performance data to scout and coach emerging leaders and monitor 
recruiting data and the employer brand to better understand employee engagement and talent flight risk.12 

The HRBP may also consider conducting data analysis and insights on retention and change management as a starting 
point for their business unit, since these areas are generally within the purview of the HRBP13 and may be particularly 
timely during the War for Talent and in the post-COVID era. 

Retention 
The retention of existing employees is of paramount importance during the current War for Talent,14 and HRBPs are 
equipped to calculate and analyze the retention rate for employees in their business unit because they typically have access 
to information about the employment history and turnover of these employees. The HRBP can analyze retention across 
segments of their business unit’s workforce and make their findings tangible by recommending appropriate strategies to 
drive retention, like increased training and development or adjusting compensation, by segment.15

Change Management 
As exemplified by the COVID-19 pandemic, change is becoming the new normal and forcing corporations to sharpen 
their change management abilities.16 The HRBP can use data analytics and insights to identify unintended consequences of 
organizational change such as decreased productivity or increased turnover, make recommendations to ameliorate these 
pitfalls, and communicate the problems and solutions they have identified through data analysis to business unit leaders. 

Implementation & Benefits 

Building new capabilities and creating new responsibilities for the HRBP will likely require thorough planning and careful 
implementation. One model for HR analytics adoption begins with the introduction of new data analytics trends and tools, 
and it recommends training on these new tools until adoption is complete.17 See Appendix 4 for the full view of this model. 
Upon adoption, ensure a long-standing culture of data analytics and insights by providing opportunities for early adopters 
to stimulate and work collaboratively with other HRBPs on data analytics and insights tasks, to drive the diffusion of 
knowledge and best practice throughout the organization.18 

Organizations who successfully implement these new responsibilities and capabilities may expect to see an increased 
ability to manage and measure key outcomes, a stronger linkage between business and people strategies, and the potential 
for performance improvement and increased return on investment.19 See more details about these benefits in Appendix 5. 

https://investment.19
https://organization.18
https://complete.17
https://abilities.16
https://segment.15
https://responsibilities.11
https://competitive.10
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Tool or Software and Impact of HR Analytics by HR Function 

Graphic from: Saxena, M., Bagga, T., & Gupta, S. (2021). Fearless path for human resource personnel’s through analytics: 
a study of recent tools and techniques of human resource analytics and its implication. International Journal of 
Information Technology, 13(4), 1649-1657. 

Appendix 2: Types of Data Analysis by HR Issue 

Graphic from: Saxena, M., Bagga, T., & Gupta, S. (2021). Fearless path for human resource personnel’s through analytics: 
a study of recent tools and techniques of human resource analytics and its implication. International Journal of 
Information Technology, 13(4), 1649-1657. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s41870-021-00677-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41870-021-00677-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41870-021-00677-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41870-021-00677-z
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Appendix 3: The Full-Stack HR Professional Model 

Graphic from: Bersin, J. (2019). The full-stack HR professional. Josh Bersin. https://joshbersin.com/ 

Appendix 4: Framework for Easy HR Analytics Adoption 

Graphic from: Saxena, M., Bagga, T., & Gupta, S. (2021). Fearless path for human resource personnel’s through analytics: 
a study of recent tools and techniques of human resource analytics and its implication. International Journal of 
Information Technology, 13(4), 1649-1657. 

https://joshbersin.com/%20%202019/11/the-full-stack-hr-professional/
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41870-021-00677-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41870-021-00677-z
https://joshbersin.com
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Appendix 5: Benefits of HR Analytics 

Graphic from: Mohammad, A. Q. (2019). HR analytics: A modern tool in HR for predictive decision making. Journal of 
Management, 6(3), 51-63. 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3525328



